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SOS Reminders About Mechanic Testing and Trade-in Credits

Registration Reminder
for Mechanic Testing
(Jan. 15)

Dealers and mechanics are
reminded that online
registration for mechanic
testing will be unavailable
from Jan. 15 to Mar. 15,
2021. This is due to an in-
process SOS computer system
update.

Once the eServices system
update is live in mid-March,
mechanic testing registration
will be available online only to
mechanics with a Michigan
driver’s license or state ID.

In the meantime...testing is still available, but mechanics will go to michigan.gov/sos and
schedule a branch office appointment to register for mechanic testing.

NOTE: Each morning at 8:00 am, all branch offices release a limited number of next-day
appointment times. Typically all these next-day appointments are reserved by 9:00 am so please
check the SOS website early.

Maximum Sales Tax Trade-in Credit is Now $7,000

Beginning January 1, 2021, owners trading in a motor vehicle can receive a sales tax credit for the
vehicle's trade-in value up to a maximum of $7,000. The following pages have been updated by the
Secretary of State's office to reflect this change.

Trade-in Sales Tax Credit FAQs
Dealer Memo: Trade-in Sales Tax Increase
Trade-in Sales Tax Calculation Worksheet

West Michigan Alert:
Fraudulent Credit Card Used for Multiple Tire Purchases

MADA has been notified by a west Michigan dealer that scammers have visited multiple dealership
parts departments in the area to purchase full sets of tires -- with stolen credit cards. Sometimes,
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two full sets of tires were "purchased." In at least one instance, the police have noted that a U-Haul
was seen being loaded with the tires.

Please be aware this is happening and consider using additional customer verification methods for
similar purchases. We thank our members for keeping us informed.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about these issues.   
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Updates on PPP Loans and Return to Work Guidelines

Earlier this week NADA emailed updated information to dealers regarding the new round of PPP
loans. Generally speaking, to apply for a new PPP loan, a business will need to prove they continue
to experience a significant reduction in revenue due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

NADA Update: SBA Stands up New PPP Loan Program

The Small Business Administration has reopened its Paycheck Protection
Program (PPP) in accordance with the Economic Aid to Hard-Hit Small
Businesses, Non-Profits, and Venues Act by making $284 billion available to new (First Draw) and
certain existing (Second Draw) borrowers. Tomorrow, Jan. 15, SBA will re-open the PPP loan
application portal to approximately 5,000 PPP-eligible lenders with $1 billion or less in assets,
including community banks, credit unions and farm credit institutions. The portal fully reopens to
all participating PPP lenders on Jan. 19. 

The SBA has issued the following new PPP loan guidance: 
Top-Line Overview of First Draw PPP Loans
Form 2483 – First Draw Borrower Application
Procedural Notice: First Draw PPP Loan Increases After Enactment of Economic Aid Act
Top-Line Overview of Second Draw PPP Loans
Form 2483-SD: Second Draw Borrower Application
Guidance on Accessing Capital for Minority, Underserved, Veteran, and Women-owned
Business Concerns
Interim Final Rule on Paycheck Protection Program as Amended by Economic Aid Act
Interim Final Rule on Second Draw PPP Loans

Under the new PPP loan program:  
there may be a time lapse between loan application and loan funding, but the loan
forgiveness process should be quicker;
maximum potential loan amounts for Second Draw PPP loans are $2 million per loan and
$4 million per corporate group;
borrowers can adopt covered periods of between eight and 24 weeks;
in addition to previously allowed expenses, new loan proceeds may be used for certain
operational, property damage, supplier and worker protection expenditures;
potential PPP borrowers now include 501(c)(6) nonprofits; and 
certain First Draw PPP loan borrowers are eligible to modify their loan amounts.  

A PPP borrower is generally eligible to apply for a Second Draw PPP loan if it: 
has received a First Draw PPP loan and fully uses the proceeds for authorized expenses
only;
has no more than 300 employees; and
can show at least a 25% reduction in gross receipts between comparable calendar quarters in
2019 and 2020. 

Important: Dealerships applying for a new PPP loan must certify that the loan is “necessary to
support ongoing business operations in light of current economic conditions.” This parallels the
certification dealerships made when applying for PPP loans in 2020. But for many dealerships,
current market conditions and economic circumstances are better than what they were when PPP
loan applications were filed between April and August 2020.
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Dealers interested in applying for new PPP loans should consult with legal counsel, accountants
and prospective lenders.

In other federal news...
Employers May Voluntarily Pay Emergency/Expanded Leave

While Congress did not renew the  mandated emergency paid sick leave or expanded FMLA
leave...employers who voluntarily provide paid leave (as though the FFCRA had been extended)
will continue to receive full reimbursement from the federal government through tax credits and/or
refunds through March 31, 2021.

Employers who would like to take advantage of this extension of the tax credit for FFCRA-like
paid leave should keep the following in mind:

State and local paid sick leave laws continue to apply.

If an employee has already used up his or her time, then the employer will not be
reimbursed for additional voluntary paid leave granted in the first quarter of 2021.

From April 1, 2020, through March 31, 2021, an individual is eligible for a total of
80 hours of paid sick leave and 10 weeks of expanded FMLA leave.

Employers who voluntarily provide this leave should continue to get the same information
from employees seeking leave. Documentation requirements for reimbursement remain the
same.

Michigan Now Defers to CDC on Return to Work

Fisher Phillips Legal Alert -- Jan. 11

Just before the New Year, Governor Whitmer amended state law and eased
employers’ COVID-19 compliance burdens by deferring to the CDC’s guidance
on when infected or exposed employees may return to work. The amendment
was necessary to resolve the conflict between then-existing state law and the
CDC's newest guidance on quarantine periods (related to exposed individuals)
issued shortly after the law’s passage, as well as clearing up some administrative issues. This article
aggregates all the changes made by the amendment by recasting how Michigan employers can
comply with the amended COVID-19 law.

State Law Now Offers Some Flexibility
The amended law, Senate Bill 1258, which amends provisions from House Bill 6032 ( discussed in
previous Legal Alert), still protects employees who contract COVID-19, display COVID-19
symptoms, or come in “close contact” with someone who has tested positive for COVID-19.
However, the law now defers to the CDC’s guidance to define what it means to come in “close
contact,” which currently is:

Someone who was within 6 feet of an infected person for a cumulative total of 15 minutes or
more over a 24-hour period starting from 2 days before illness onset (or, for asymptomatic
patients, 2 days prior to test specimen collection) until the time the patient is isolated.

Section 5 of the amended law also still expressly forbids certain COVID-19 impacted employees
from reporting to work until certain conditions are met. However, it now has separate parameters
for employees who test positive for COVID-19, display the “principal symptoms of COVID-19”
(term’s definition unchanged), and who come in “close contact” with an individual who tested
positive for COVID-19. The newly segmented Section 5 also defers to CDC guidance for the length
of “quarantine periods” (for “close contact” exposed individuals) and “isolation periods” (for
infected individuals and symptomatic individuals, which is generally 10 days after symptoms
appear). Michigan law now states:

https://www.fisherphillips.com/resources-alerts-michigan-covid-19-laws


Employee tests positive: Must not report to work until either...
1. They are advised by a health care provider or public health official that they have completed

their isolation period; OR
2. all of the following occurs - (a) 24 hours since any fever has passed without use of fever-

reducing drugs; (b) the “isolation period” has ended; (c) the employee’s principal symptoms
have improved; and (d) if the employee has been advised by a health care provider or public
health official to remain isolated, then once the employee is no longer subject to such
advisement.

Symptomatic employee: Must not report to work until either...
1. a negative test has been received; OR
2. all of the following occurs - (a) “isolation period” has passed since principal symptoms

started; (b) the employee’s principal symptoms have improved; and (c) 24 hours since any
fever has passed without use of fever-reducing drugs.

Employee in “close contact” with a COVID-19 positive individual: Must not report to work
until either...

1. the “quarantine period” is over (currently 7 days since exposure if test negative and no
symptoms, or 10 days since exposure with no symptoms); OR

2. the employee is advised by a health care provider or public health official that they have
completed their “quarantine period.”

Please keep reading the Fisher Phillips legal alert for more information on the impact of statutory
amendments and what Michigan employers need to know .

Michigan Law Aligns With CDC Guidance: COVID-19 Compliance Just Got A Little Bit
Easier

DADA and MADA thank the Auto Dealers of Michigan, LLC for their work on this issue and
helping to get the issue resolved.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about these issues.   
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Documentary Preparation Fee is Adjusted to $230

Late Friday afternoon, DIFS announced the maximum allowable doc fee for 2021
and 2022 will be adjusted to $230. This increase is now in effect.

In accordance with Michigan's Motor Vehicle Sales Finance Act, DIFS is required to review the
documentary preparation fee (doc fee) biennially. The review takes into account the cumulative
percentage change in the consumer price index (CPI) for the two immediately preceding calendar
years. This index, provided by the U.S. Department of Labor, is based on a U.S. city average for
urban consumers. DIFS has determined, after reviewing the consumer price index, the doc fee will
be adjusted to $230.00 for 2021 and 2022. It will be reviewed again in January 2023.

A bulletin detailing this increase has been prepared by DIFS and posted on their website. Click
here to view the bulletin. The bulletin states, in part:

The Director has reviewed the documentary preparation fee adjustment and has determined
the maximum shall be adjusted to $230.00, which reflects the cumulative percentage change
in the consumer price index for the calendar years 2019 and 2020. Accordingly, the
documentary preparation fee shall not exceed 5% of the cash price of the motor vehicle or
$230.00, whichever is less.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.
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How to Handle Vehicle Transactions During the
CARS & CVR Shutdown

CARS e-Services and CVR will be shut down on Thursday evening,
March 11. All pending work completed on March 11 should be processed
in CVR by 7:00 p.m.

While the Department of State installs a major technology upgrade, CARS e-Services
and CVR will be unavailable to dealers until the new system goes "live" on Tuesday,
March 16. Branch offices will also be unavailable for customer appointments or dealer
drop-offs. MDOS is requesting that CVR transactions be completed by 7:00 p.m. on
Thursday, March 11. (During a previous CARS shutdown dealers could maintain
access if they stayed logged into their account - this is not the case this time. There
will be no account access during the shutdown.)

During this time, e-Services will be down and vehicle dealers will be unable to print
temporary registration plates for newly acquired vehicles. The outage also effects
dealers using CVR to issue new plates.

Vehicle Transactions During the Shutdown

Repeat Offender Database. The repeat offender look up will be unavailable through
your e-Services account. However, the look up is still available through the following
link: e-Services (state.mi.us). Do not log in as a dealer.  Simply click on “Dealer
Services” then “Search.” Dealers should continue to confirm that a purchaser is not in
registration denial before a sale occurs.

Temporary Tags & Plates. Dealers will not be able to provide customers with a
temporary tag or new license plate during the shutdown. The vehicle sale is valid and
binding, but dealers will hold the title and registration paperwork for final processing
and issuance of plates when the system is back online. Dealers should explain this plate
process to customers.

Proof of Title and Registration. Until your customers have their temporary tag or
physical plate in-hand, they should keep the following documentation in the vehicle:

Application for Title and Registration Statement of Vehicle Sale (RD-108)
Proof of valid insurance
E-services outage email from MDOS (see sample)
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Law Enforcement. The Michigan Department of State has notified law enforcement of
the shutdown so they are aware some drivers may be temporarily without title and
registration. The above documentation should be provided to law enforcement if
needed.

Back Online -- Providing Customers with Plates. MDOS will notify MADA/DADA
when the system is back online and we will email dealers. Once e-Services is
operational again, dealers must finalize paperwork pending during the shutdown and
ensure that the customer promptly receives their temporary registration plate or newly
issued plate to be placed on their vehicle. This can be accomplished by:

emailing the temporary plate to the customer so they can then print and place it
in the window of their vehicle;
delivering the plate to the customer in person; or
asking that the customer return to the dealership.

Remember, the issue date on the temporary plate shall be the date that the customer
took delivery of the vehicle.

Vehicle Transactions with the New System

Initially, there will not be much difference when processing vehicle transactions. There
are no plans to convert existing paper titles to electronic titles. The change comes into
place when vehicles with a Michigan electronic title are later traded in. Paper titles will
be converted to electronic titles only when a vehicle is resold and a lien is placed.

As of March 16th, when a customer purchases a new car, the significant difference
from today’s process is inclusion of the secured interests’ “lien code ID” on the right
hand side of the RD-108, next to the secured interest information.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have
further questions about this issue.   
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CVR Dealers Can Now Process Some Plates
New Plate & Transfer Renewal Processing is Operational

MADA and DADA have been notified by the Michigan Department of State that CVR
is now operational. CARS e-Services will remain unavailable until Tuesday. The state
has asked that we update dealers on the following:

New Plates & Transfer Renewals (yes). Dealers participating with CVR can
now issue new plates or transfer renewal plates.

BFS-4 Temporary Plates (no). These are still unavailable until e-Service is
back online Tuesday.

Repeat Offender Lookup (public version). Dealers must continue to use the
public lookup at this time. The dealer login side will be back online Tuesday.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have
further questions about this issue.   
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Update on the CARS e-Services Progress

MADA and DADA would like to give dealers a quick update on the CARS
e-Services status...

The Michigan Department of State is currently testing the new system internally for
stability and testing functions with outside data. Everything is still on target to be
updated and available for dealer use on Tuesday morning, March 16.

We will receive notice from the state and inform dealers when everything is ready for
you to log back in. At that time you can begin processing all transactions pending
during the shutdown.

Note for CVR dealers:
MDOS is aware that some dealers have tried logging into CVR during the shutdown
and have been able to get in. However, the state cautions against entering any
information at this time. Changes are still being made to the CARS e-Services system,
which of course interacts with CVR. Any changes you make in CVR while CARS e-
Services is shutdown may not be accurately processed, requiring correction at a later
time. Please refrain from submitting CVR transactions until receiving notification that
the system has been relaunched.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have
further questions about this issue.   
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Upgraded CARS e-Services Has Been Launched
CARS and CVR Now Available for Dealer Use

We have received notice from MDOS that CARS e-Services is fully functional and
CVR is available. Dealers can now begin processing any transactions pending
during the shutdown.

The CARS e-Services relaunch also comes with a new look! The new layout should be
more user-friendly and easier to move around and find information. Check it out here.

Pending Transactions

Now that CARS e-Services and CVR are up and running again, dealers should finalize
paperwork pending during the shutdown and ensure that customers promptly receive
their temporary registration plate or newly issued plate to be placed on their vehicle.
This can be accomplished by:

emailing the temporary plate to the customer so they can then print and place it
in the window of their vehicle;
delivering the plate to the customer in person; or
asking that the customer return to the dealership

Please remember that the issue date on the temporary plate shall be the date that the
customer took delivery of the vehicle.

New Transactions with Electronic Lien Titling

The Michigan Department of State has prepared a letter that dealers should provide to
customers when the vehicle they finance will have an electronic title. It explains that
the customer will not receive a paper title until the loan has been paid in full. View the
letter here.

As of March 16th, when a customer purchases a new car or truck, the significant
difference in the new process will be when your customer finances a vehicle through a
participating ELT lender. If the customer uses an ELT participating lender, the
paperwork will require inclusion of the secured interests’ “lien code ID” on the right
hand side of the RD-108, next to the secured interest information.

Additional Information on the New Process
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Please review this extensive FAQ document with answers to questions asked during the
MADA/MDOS webinar.

My customer is financing a vehicle. Where do I find the Lien Code ID for the
financial institution they are going through?
Lienholders must provide their ELT ID number to the dealer. MDOS does not provide
a lookup for ELT ID numbers. At launch, not all financial institutions are participating
in ELT, but if the financial institution is participating, the title must be processed as
electronic. Not processing correctly may lead to the need to recall the title down the
road.

How do I process a vehicle transaction if the financial institution is not currently
participating in the ELT program?
There are currently only a few participating lenders but that number will increase
quickly, and eventually it will be mandatory for all lenders to participate. However, if a
lender is not currently participating, the transaction should be processed as normal and
a paper title will be issued.

My customer purchased a vehicle in cash. Can they request an electronic copy of
their title?
Electronic titles are only created for vehicles with a lien. If a vehicle has no lien, the
customer will receive a standard paper title and does not have an option to request an
alternate version.

Also note, there are no plans to convert existing paper titles to electronic titles.
Paper titles will be converted to electronic only when a vehicle is resold and a lien is
placed.

Accessing EFT information
A few dealers have mentioned they are having trouble
finding their EFT information on the new site. From the
main page, scroll down to Additional Services and select
EFT Management and Miscellaneous. From there, you
will need to log in, then select Manage Bank Account.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have
further questions about this issue.   
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What's Showing on Your TVs?
 Options to Avoid Potential Copyright Infringement

Quick refresher... the Motion Picture Licensing Corporation (MPLC) contacted many
dealerships to remind dealers that content displayed on waiting room TVs, in employee
break areas, or other common spaces, may be copyrighted material. Showing the
content in public areas is referred to as a "public performance" (as opposed to
watching a movie in the privacy of your own home), and it requires proper licensing.

Copyright law in the United States is governed by the Copyright Act of 1976, which
provides very strict rules by which your store must abide or face substantial monetary
damages. The "public performance" provision of the U.S. Copyright Act applies to
public exhibitions of movies, TV, and other audiovisual "copyrighted" content enjoyed
from sources like broadcast, cable or satellite television, DVD, Blu-ray, download, or
streaming platforms.

DADA, MADA and our attorneys have spoken with MPLC representatives to discuss
their various communications and licensing requirements. Here is the overview of the
discussions: dealers who want to keep the TVs on should get the proper license or
closely monitor TV programming to avoid showing copyrighted material.

Options to maintain a TV for customer or employee viewing:

A) Purchase an umbrella license through MPLC and show the media within the
license rules, and not worry about this any further. The cost per location is $289.00 per
year.

B) Carefully manage all content on your TVs to display only non-copyrighted
material. If you have purchased a cable or satellite "business" account that covers some
commercial licenses to air cable programming, it may be possible to play "all news
programing" or some "sports programming." According to the MPLC, these business
packages do not include public performance rights for all the content in the package.

You might be able to show some sports on TV, but if the cable provider transitions into
an ESPN "30 for 30" segment (for example), which is copyrighted, you will have to
change the channel in your waiting area or turn the TV off. The same applies to some
24-hour news content when they play a documentary, special programing, or any other
copyrighted programing. Do not allow customers access to the remote and ensure
employees who monitor TV content are aware of the rules and can change the station
or turn off the TV if needed.
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Option C) is to continue as you currently operate and risk possible fines,
extravagant royalty fees and penalties that can be imposed under applicable
copyright law.

Over the past 12 months, we have learned that some people enjoy turning in businesses 
they think are not adhering to certain rules. Also keep in mind that a copyright owner 
may choose to make an example out of some businesses found showing the 
copyrighted material without paying the licensing fee. Thus, it would be prudent for 
you to make sure you can comply with the copyright laws.

Whatever option you choose should be reviewed with your attorney to ensure 
compliance. MPLC is a legitimate organization, and they do have the authority to 
protect the owners of copyrighted materials. The organization has made an effort to 
contact dealerships about this issue, so they will likely follow up with you until you 
have formally addressed the issue.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have 
further questions about this issue.   
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Michigan's New Face Mask Rules
MDHHS has lifted its mask mandate for fully vaccinated people. HOWEVER, at this time the
MIOSHA rules for workplace safety are unchanged and still in place. This means that
employees must still be masked up or maintain six feet of social distance.

On May 13, 2021, the CDC released guidance indicating that fully vaccinated persons need not
wear a mask in most settings, regardless of whether indoors or outdoors. CDC indicated that fully
vaccinated persons are at low risk of experiencing symptomatic or severe COVID-19 infection, and
pose a reduced risk of transmitting COVID-19 to others.

After reviewing the CDC guidance, the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services
(MDHHS) announced that the indoor and outdoor mask mandate could be lifted on May 15th for
fully vaccinated individuals. The new Gatherings and Face Mask Order  requires that businesses
make a "good faith effort" to ensure those who enter the business without a facemask  fall into one
of the specified exceptions listed in Section 7 of the rules.

A "good faith effort" may include any of the following:
1. posting a sign notifying people that wearing a mask is required unless a person falls into a

specified exception; (see Section 7 for acceptable exceptions)
2. asking patrons not wearing masks whether they fall into a specified exception; *
3. requiring face masks of all patrons and employees;
4. or any other policy designed to ensure compliance with section 6(a).

* Note: before dealers consider option 2, please consult with your legal representation for potential
legal concerns.

For your reference, complete wording for Section 6 and 7 is near the bottom of this notice. Dealers
may also reference the updated documents from MDHHS:

May 15, 2021 Gatherings and Face Mask Order
Choosing Safer Activities
Large Outdoor Events Guidance
Interim Guidance for Athletics

Important Reminder: MIOSHA Workplace Safety
Requirements Are Still in Place

We have heard that MIOSHA is reviewing its workplace safety requirements; however, as of May
17 at 9:15 am the MIOSHA rules for employees are still in place and unchanged. Employees
should continue to wear face masks or maintain the required 6-feet of social distance. DADA and
MADA will keep dealers posted as we learn more.

MIOSHA Rule 7. Workplace controls for all employers. 
5) The employer shall require face coverings to be worn when employees cannot
consistently maintain 6 feet of separation from other individuals in the workplace and
consider face shields when employees cannot consistently maintain 3 feet of separation from
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other individuals in the workplace.
6) The employer shall require face coverings in shared spaces, including during in-person
meetings and in restrooms and hallways. 

MDHHS Gatherings and Face Mask Order
Complete Wording of Section 6 and 7 of the New Order

6) Indoor face mask requirement.
a) Except as specified in section 7, all persons participating in indoor gatherings are required
to wear a face mask.
b) A person responsible for an establishment, or an agent of such person, must prohibit
gatherings of any kind at their establishment unless the person makes a good faith effort to
ensure that all persons at their establishment (including employees) comply with section
6(a). For purposes of this section, a "good faith effort" may include any of the following:
posting a sign notifying people that wearing a mask is required unless a person falls into a
specified exception; asking patrons not wearing masks whether they fall into a specified
exception; requiring face masks of all patrons and employees; or any other policy designed
to ensure compliance with section 6(a).

7) Exceptions to face mask requirement.  The requirement to wear a face mask at indoor
gatherings does not apply to individuals who:

a) Are fully vaccinated persons;  [note: "Fully vaccinated persons" means persons for whom
at least two weeks has passed after receiving the final dose of an FDA-approved or
authorized COVID-19 vaccine.]
b) Are younger than 2 years old;
c) Cannot medically tolerate a face mask;
d)Are eating or drinking while seated in a designated area or at a private residence;
e) Are swimming;
f) Are receiving a medical or personal care service for which removal of the face mask is
necessary;
g) Are asked to temporarily remove a face mask for identification purposes;
h) Are communicating with someone who is deaf, deafblind, or hard of hearing and whose
ability to see the mouth is essential to communication;
i) Are actively engaged in a public safety role, including but not limited to law enforcement,
firefighters, or emergency medical personnel, and where wearing a face mask would
seriously interfere in the performance of their public safety responsibilities;
j) Are engaging in a religious service;
k) Are giving a speech for broadcast or to an audience, provided that the audience is at least
12 feet away from the speaker; or
l) Are engaging in an activity that requires removal of a mask not listed in another part of
this section, and are in a facility that provides ventilation that meets or exceeds 60 ft3/min of
outdoor airflow per person.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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MIOSHA Announces Relaxed Workplace
Safety Rules

MIOSHA has made formal notification that the law no longer requires fully vaccinated
employees to wear masks or socially distance while in the workplace. However, employers still
have the option to maintain the use of face masks for all employees if they see fit. Many other
workplace safety rules are still in place, and other rules have been somewhat relaxed.

The Michigan Occupational and Safety Administration (MIOSHA) has released an updated, 6-page
version of its emergency rules to control, prevent, and mitigate the spread of COVID-19 among
employees. In addition, the agency has rescinded the draft permanent COVID-19 rules, and the
public hearing scheduled for Wednesday, May 26 is canceled. 

The morning press release from MIOSHA and Governor Whitmer provided a quick review of the
updates to the emergency rules, reflecting the recent order from MDHHS and guidance from the
CDC. Those changes include: 

Fully vaccinated employees are no longer required to wear face coverings and social
distance provided the employer has a policy to ensure non-vaccinated individuals continue
to follow applicable face covering and social distancing requirements.

The rules have been reformed focusing on performance, eliminating industry-specific
requirements. Definitions have been updated to more clearly reflect changes in close contact
and quarantining requirements for fully vaccinated employees.  

Cleaning requirements have been updated to reflect changes in CDC recommendations.  

Employers should continue to have and implement a written COVID-19 preparedness and
response plan in accordance with the updated rules.  

Read the press release here .

DADA and MADA are providing a brief overview of the revised rules below. Please also
review all requirements of the emergency rules here.

MIOSHA Rules Issued May 24
Rule 3. COVID-19 preparedness and response plan for all employers
All dealers already have a preparedness plan in place. Your dealership-specific plan should be
updated to reflect any revised MIOSHA and CDC rules, as incorporated by your dealership. (If you
update, it is required that you train employees on any changes in the plan.)

Rule 4. Basic infection prevention measures for all employers
This rule covers facility cleaning and disinfection.
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Rule 5. Health surveillance for all employers
Daily entry self-screening protocols for all employees or contractors entering the workplace are still
required. There is no exclusion specified for vaccinated employees so we recommend all
employees be screened - regardless of vaccination status.

Rule 6. Workplace controls for all employers
(1) The employer shall designate 1 or more worksite COVID-19 safety coordinators to implement,
monitor, and report on the COVID-19 control strategies developed under these rules.

(2) The employer shall ensure that any employees, except fully vaccinated persons, remain at least
6 feet from one another to the maximum extent feasible while on worksite premises.

(3) The employer shall provide non-medical grade face coverings to their employees at no cost to
the employee. Employers are not required to provide non-medical grade face coverings to fully
vaccinated persons. 

(4) The employer shall require any employee, except fully vaccinated persons, to wear face
coverings when employees cannot consistently maintain 6 feet of separation from other individuals
indoors in the workplace....

(5) Compliance with subrules (2) and (4) of this rule may be accomplished in a manner
deemed effective for the place of employment. This may include:

a) Keeping records of whether employees are fully vaccinated persons, and exempting them
from subrules (2) and (4) of this rule accordingly.
(b) Posting signs in the work area reminding employees that are not fully vaccinated to wear
face coverings and maintain appropriate distancing.
(c) Allowing or requiring remote work.
(d) Requiring face coverings and social distancing for all employees regardless of
vaccination status. 

Rule 7. Training requirements for all employers
Employees must still be trained on your dealership's infection and control practices.

Rule 8. Recordkeeping requirements for all employers
Employers must maintain records for 6 months from time of generation, to include: training, health
screenings for each non-vaccinated employee or contractor entering the workplace, records of
required notifications. While the rules do appear to exclude the requirement that records be
maintained for vaccinated employees - we suggest dealers maintain all screening records.

While the updated emergency rules will expire on Thursday, October 14, 2021, MIOSHA has the
flexibility to rescind all or parts of the rules if needed.  

MDHHS Gatherings and Face Masks Epidemic Order

MDHHS  also  updated  its COVID-19  Gatherings  and  Face Masks  epidemic order, eliminating outdoor
capacity limits and increasing indoor social gatherings, including weddings, conferences and
funerals, to 50% capacity.  Under the new order,  which goes into effect Tuesday, June 1, and
continues through Thursday, July 1,  masks will continue to be required indoors for individuals who
are not yet vaccinated.

June 1, 2021 Gatherings and Face Mask Order
Gatherings and Face Mask Order Infographic

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   

This advisory has been prepared in conjunction with
Colombo & Colombo, P.C., and Abbott Nicholson, P.C.
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Optional Resources to Comply with Fully
Vaccinated Mask Rules

As MIOSHA announced yesterday, fully vaccinated individuals, including employees, are no
longer required to wear face coverings and social distance provided the employer has a policy to
ensure non-vaccinated individuals continue to follow applicable face covering and social distancing
requirements.

MIOSHA provided the following as methods to comply:

a) Keeping records of whether employees are fully vaccinated persons, and exempting them
from subrules 2 (6 feet distance) and 4 (face masks) of this rule accordingly.

(b) Posting signs in the work area reminding employees that are not fully vaccinated to wear
face coverings and maintain appropriate distancing.

(c) Allowing or requiring remote work.

(d) Requiring face coverings and social distancing for all employees regardless of
vaccination status.

Many dealers have requested further guidance to help maintain compliance with the new rules.

Abbott Nicholson, P.C. has prepared an optional form that dealers may use for employees who
would like to opt-out of the employee masking requirement, based on their fully vaccinated status.
Click here for the form (Word document).

An optional posting has also been created to inform employees, customers and vendors of the
requirement to wear a mask unless fully vaccinated. In addition to meeting the MIOSHA posting
option, this also covers the MDHHS "good faith effort" to ensure all patrons are aware of the
masking requirement. Click here for the poster (Word document).

There are various methods to maintain compliance with the MIOSHA workplace safety emergency
rules. These are two options to consider.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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Employment of Minors
The following information has been provided by Colombo & Colombo.

Since it is a common practice for dealers to employ teens part time during summer vacations as
porters, car washers, and/or to perform other miscellaneous jobs, it is essential for dealers to be
aware of, and adhere to, those laws which guide the practice of employment of minors. Most
dealers’ annual gross volume of sales is greater than $500,000, so they are construed to be engaged
in “interstate commerce.” As such, both federal and state laws apply, with the more stringent of the
two controlling. The following provides an updated summary of these laws as they apply to auto
dealerships and the employment of minors.

A. Employment of All Minors

1. Unless working for a parent, a minor must be at least 14 years of age to be employed.

2. Prior to employing a minor, an employer must procure and keep on file at the place of
employment a copy of a work permit. See:

Combined Offer of Employment and Work Permit/Age Certificate CA-6 for Minors
UNDER 16 Years of Age
Combined Offer of Employment and Work Permit/Age Certificate CA-7 for Minors 16 and
17 Years of Age 

Work permits are no longer required to be printed on pink or yellow paper.

3. A minor cannot be employed for more than five hours continuously without an interval of at
least 30 minutes uninterrupted for a meal and rest.

4. A minor cannot be employed unless an employer or another employee 18 years of age or older is
present, nor can a minor be employed at a fixed location in an occupation that involves a cash
transaction after sunset or 8:00 p.m., whichever is earlier, unless an employer or other employee 18
years of age or older is present at the fixed location during those hours.

5. An employer must keep posted an informational sheet summarizing the Michigan Youth
Employment Standards Act. See:

Informational Sheet: Youth Employment Standards Act 90 of 1978, as amended POSTING
REQUIREMENT

6. An employer is also required to maintain a time record on the premises which states the number
of hours worked by the minor each day of the week along with the starting and ending times and
meal/rest periods.

7. The Michigan minimum wage rate does not apply to minors under the age of 16 years.
Therefore, employers must comply with the Federal minimum hourly wage rate of $7.25 per hour,
except:

a. Employers may take advantage of a provision under Federal and State law, which allows a
training wage to be paid to employees under 20 years of age of $4.25 per hour for the first
90 consecutive calendar days of employment.
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b. Additionally, even after the 90 day period expires, employers are not required to pay
minors ages 16 and 17 the full Michigan minimum wage rate, but rather may pay these
minors 85 percent of the Michigan minimum hourly wage rate if said reduced rate is the
same or higher than the Federal minimum wage rate. Currently, the minimum wage rate in
Michigan is $9.87 per hour and the Federal minimum wage rate is $7.25 per
hour. Therefore, since the reduced rate of 85% under Michigan law is higher than the
Federal minimum wage rate, employers can pay the reduced rate of $8.39 per hour to
employees under the age of 18 years. 

B. Employment of Minors Age 14 And 15  

A minor who is age 14 or 15 may be employed:

1. Outside school hours;

2. Not more than 40 hours in any one week when school is not in session;

3. Not more than 6 days in any one week;

4. Not more than a combined school and work week of 48 hours when school is in session;

5. Not more than 8 hours in any one day on non-school days or when school is not in session;

6. Not more than 3 hours on school days;

7. Not more than 18 hours a week when school is in session;

8. Only between 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. in any one day, except during the summer (June 1
through Labor Day) when the evening hour is 9:00 p.m.;

9. To clean, wash and polish vehicles, as well as dispense gasoline and oil, as long as the work
does not include the use of pits, racks or lifting apparatus;

10. To perform clean-up work, including the use of vacuum cleaners and floor waxers, and
maintenance of grounds, but cannot use power-driven mowers or cutters; and

11. To do office and clerical work, including the operation of office machines, as well as
cashiering and errand and delivery work by foot, bicycle and public transportation.

However, minors in this category cannot:

1. Be involved in the operation or tending of a hoisting apparatus or any power-driven machinery
other than office machines; and

2. Operate a motor vehicle or serve as a helper on a motor vehicle.

C. Employment of Minors Age 16 And 17

Federal law does not address hours-time standards for 16 and 17 year olds. As such, Michigan law
is controlling. A minor who is age 16 or 17 may be employed:

1. For a period no longer than a weekly average of 8 hours per day, nor more than 10 hours in any
one day;

2. Not more than 6 days in any one week;



3. Not more than 24 hours in a week when school is in session, nor more than 48 hours in a week
when school is not in session;

4. Only between 6:00 a.m. and 10:30 p.m. Sunday through Thursday. A minor aged 16 or 17 may
be employed until 11:30 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays, during school vacation periods, or when
the minor is not regularly enrolled in school;

5. Minors 16 years of age may not drive automobiles or trucks on public roadways during their
employment;

6. Minors 17 years of age may drive automobiles or trucks on public roadways only if:

a. Such driving is restricted to daylight hours;

b. The minor holds a State license valid for the type of driving involved in the job performed
and has no record of any moving violations at the time of hire;

c. The minor has successfully completed a State-approved driver education course;

d. The automobile or truck is equipped with a seat belt for the driver and any passengers and
the minor’s employer has instructed the minor that the seat belts must be used when driving
the automobile or truck;

e. The automobile or truck does not exceed 6,000 pounds of gross vehicle weight;

f. Such driving should not make up more than 1/3 of a minor’s workday and no more than
20 percent of a minor’s work time in any workweek:

g. Such driving does not involve:

(i) the towing of vehicles;

(ii) route deliveries or route sales;

(iii) the transportation for hire of property, goods or passengers;

(iv) urgent, time-sensitive deliveries;

(v) more than two trips away from the primary place of employment in any single
day for the purpose of delivering goods of the minor’s employer to a customer (other
than urgent, time-sensitive deliveries, which are prohibited);

(vi) more than two trips away from the primary place of employment in any single
day for the purpose of transporting passengers (other than employees of the
employer);

(vii) transporting more than three passengers (including employees of the employer);
or

(viii) driving beyond a 30 mile radius from the employee’s place of employment;
and 

(ix) vehicles other than automobiles and trucks, i.e., recreational vehicles, all-terrain
vehicles motorcycles, buses, golf carts, etc.

D. Minors Graduated From High School
Minors With GED/Emancipated Minors

Under Michigan law, minors who are 16 years of age or older and have completed the requirements
for graduation from high school, or, who are 17 years of age and have their GED, or, who are



emancipated (by petition, marriage, active duty with the armed forces), are not subject to state child
labor laws. However, because dealers are subject to federal law, and federal law does not
provide for these exemptions, minors who fall into these categories will still be subject to federal
child labor laws, which include the hazardous occupation restrictions discussed above.

E. I-9 Form

As in any employment scenario, when hiring minors, all appropriate documentation must be
completed. In particular, when completing an I-9 form for a minor (see current Form I-9
Employment Eligibility Verification), if the minor is hired and does not have any of the identity
documents listed under List A or List B, he or she is exempt from producing same if:

1. a parent or legal guardian completes Section 1 of the I-9 and writes in the space for minor’s
signature the words, “Minor Under Age 18";

2. the parent or legal guardian completes the preparer/translator certificate of the I-9 form; and

3. the employer writes in Section 2 of the I-9 form the words “Minor Under Age 18" under List B
in the space “Document Identification Number.” A minor must still produce a List C document
showing employment eligibility if this procedure is followed.

F. Unpaid Interns

If your dealership uses unpaid interns as part of its operations, you should be aware that the
Department of Labor (DOL) has now adopted the “primary beneficiary test”, which had previously
been followed and applied by the Sixth Circuit courts. Under this test, the intern must be the
primary beneficiary of the internship. The DOL’s Fact Sheet #71 lists the following factors that
should be used to determine if the intern is the primary beneficiary of the unpaid internship:

The parties have a clear understanding that there is no expectation of compensation;
The internship provides educational and “hands on” training; 
The internship is tied to the intern’s formal education program;
The internship accommodates the intern’s academic commitments;
The internship ends once the educational benefit to the intern ends;
The intern’s work complements and does not displace other positions within the dealership;
There is a clear understanding of no entitlement to a paid position upon the termination of
the internship.

Failure to properly classify and pay an intern could result in claims against the dealership for back
wages and overtime pay along with attorney’s fees. If the foregoing factors cannot be satisfied,
then the dealership should pay the intern in accordance with the remaining requirements contained
in this notice depending on the intern’s age and other factors outlined herein.

If you have any questions about the employment of minors or any related labor issues, please
contact your association or call Colombo & Colombo at 248.645.9300.
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Dealers Will Again Enter Branch to Drop Off
Dealer Work

The Michigan Department of State emailed a branch office update to dealerships on Sunday with
information about dealer drop off changes.

Starting Monday June 14, 2021, dealers will be allowed inside branch offices without an
appointment, solely to drop off or pick up dealer work. Staff will no longer be accepting drop
off work at the front door, and dealer work should be dropped off in the previously
designated manner (drop off basket, dealer box, etc.) by the branch being utilized.

This update follows the recent SOS notice that additional branch appointments are available for
Michigan resident and driver processes.

Please note, this change does not alter the processing of commercial work, therefore branch offices
continue to be unable to offer appointment or "while you wait" service for commercial
customers. The state thanks you for your continued patience as they work to provide the best
service possible in processing your work.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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Indoor Capacity Returns to 100% on June 22

The Michigan Department of Health and Human Services has determined that certain protective
measures and requirements can now be lifted. Effective June 22, 2021, the Gatherings and Face
Mask Order will be rescinded.

On June 22, capacity in both indoor and outdoor settings will increase to 100% and the state will no
longer require residents to wear a face mask. 

The state has also announced that some orders will remain in effect to protect vulnerable
populations in corrections, long-term care and agriculture. Public health measures will continue for
reporting requirements and COVID testing to make sure areas where community spread is high are
identified, kids are safe in school and free COVID-19 tests are available.

June 17 press release
Rescission of Emergency Orders
Public Health Alert: Face Mask Recommendations

MIOSHA Workplace Safety Rules

At this time, MIOSHA's rules for workplace safety are still in place. This includes masking for non-
vaccinated employees in shared spaces and when a 6-foot distance cannot be maintained.

MIOSHA is currently working to update Michigan's workplace safety rules, while also staying in
compliance with federal OSHA rules. It is anticipated that MIOSHA will announce an update
on Tuesday. DADA and MADA will follow up with dealers when further guidance from
MIOSHA is announced.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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MIOSHA Suspends Emergency Rules
Michigan now refers to federal OSHA guidelines

Effective immediately, MIOSHA has suspended the previous COVID-19 workplace safety
emergency rules and now refers to the federal OSHA guidance.

MIOSHA's new rules state that non-healthcare settings  should align policies with CDC guidelines
to ensure they help contain the spread of COVID-19. Federal OSHA has updated guidance for non-
healthcare employers as well.  (See below links and overview from NADA.)

The new workplace rules for non-health care settings allow employers to use their best judgment
in determining whether to maintain:

Daily health screenings;
Face covering requirements; and
Social distancing requirements.

Many dealers have questions about face masks in the workplace. This new guidance allows dealers
to determine the most appropriate face mask plan for their specific environment, regardless of an
employee's vaccination status.

MIOSHA strongly encourages workplaces to follow the available CDC and OSHA
recommendations to mitigate hazards. Michigan's COVID-19 Workplace Safety Director Sean Egan
reminds employers that “In non-health care settings, it’s important that all employers recognize
that they have a general duty to provide a safe workplace.”

MIOSHA Press Release
Federal OSHA guidance for non-healthcare settings  
CDC Guidance for COVID-19 
MIOSHA Emergency Rules (now in effect and set to expire Dec. 22, 2021)

NADA Overview of Federal OSHA Guidance
Focus is on Identifying/Mitigating Risks

The Occupational Health and Safety Administration released revised guidance (linked above, and
here) to help identify COVID-19 exposure risks for unvaccinated or otherwise at-risk workers and
to help prevent exposure and infection. Unless otherwise required by federal, state or local law,
most employers no longer need to put protections in place for fully vaccinated workers who are not
otherwise at-risk from COVID-19 exposure. The revised guidance recommends: 

1.) Granting paid time off for employees to get vaccinated.

2.) Instructing infected workers, unvaccinated workers with exposure to someone testing
positive for COVID-19, and workers with COVID-19 symptoms to stay home from work.

3.) Implementing physical distancing in communal work areas for unvaccinated and
otherwise at-risk workers.
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4.) Providing unvaccinated and otherwise at-risk workers with face coverings.

5.) Suggesting that unvaccinated customers, visitors or guests wear face coverings.

6.) Continuing to perform routine cleaning and disinfection.

7.) Implementing protections from retaliation.

The guidance covers these issues and other protective measures in detail. As with other OSHA
guidance, these suggestions technically are not mandatory and create no new legal obligations.
However, OSHA will consider an employer’s good faith efforts to comply with its guidance in the
context of enforcement. 

For a more in-depth legal review of this new federal OSHA guidance, DADA and MADA
encourage dealers to read The 10 Things Employers Need to Know from Fisher Phillips.
Dealers should also consult with their attorney for further guidance specific to each business.

Michigan Department of Health and Human Services

We also remind dealers that the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services rescinded the
Gatherings and Face Mask Order, effective June 22, 2021.

June 17 press release
Rescission of Emergency Orders
Public Health Alert: Face Mask Recommendations

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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Reminders About Flood Damaged Vehicles

On June 26, some areas of the state received an incredible amount of rainfall in a very short period
of time. Southeast Michigan was especially hard-hit, prompting a State of Emergency  to be
declared. Many storm water and sanitary sewer systems were unable to handle the deluge of rain
water and flooding was widespread. Vehicles on the roadways and in parking lots were caught in
the flooding. Media reports stated there were many new vehicles in manufacturers’ and dealers’
storage lots overcome by flood waters. (Detroit Free Press , Car and Driver, The New York Times )

Attorney General Dana Nessel also sent a press release reminding residents to be aware of scam
artists and price-gouging by towing companies that have towed cars out of flooded roadways and
impounded them.

Dealers are reminded to be aware that some of the vehicles on the roadway may find their way to
your doorstep. It will be especially important over the next few months to carefully inspect all new
and used vehicles offered to you for potential flood damage. Below is an excerpt from a 2017
NADA publication NADA Offers 10 Inspection Tips to Detect Flood-Damaged Vehicles . This is a
starting guide for a very thorough inspection of vehicles offered for trade in, outright purchase and
even those delivered by the manufacturer to your dealership over the next several months.

As NADA stated at the end of its publication, these suggestions will not detect flood damage in
every case, but they do offer some protection against buying or accepting a vehicle that has been
damaged in a flood.

NADA Offers 10 Inspection Tips to Detect Flood-Damaged Vehicles

While there is no sure way to know if a vehicle has been damaged by a flood, the National
Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) offers the following 10 inspection tips to prospective
buyers to spot flood-damaged vehicles:

1. Check a vehicle's title history using the National Insurance Crime Bureau's VinCheck , the
National Motor Vehicle Title Information System or a commercially available vehicle history report
service, such as Experian or Carfax, etc. Reports may state whether a vehicle has been flood
damaged.

2. Examine the interior and the engine compartment for evidence of water and grit from suspected
submersion.

3. Check for recently shampooed carpeting.

4. Look under the carpeting for water residue or stain marks from evaporated water not related to
air-conditioning pan leaks.

5. Inspect for interior rust and under the carpeting, and inspect upholstery and door panels for
evidence of fading.

6. Check under the dash for dried mud and residue, and note any mold or a musty odor in the
upholstery, carpet or trunk.
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7. Check for rust on screws in the console and in other areas water would normally not reach unless
the vehicle was submerged.

8. Look for mud or grit in alternator crevices, behind wiring harnesses and around the small
recesses of starter motors, power steering pumps and relays.

9. Inspect electrical wiring for rusted components, water residue or suspicious corrosion.

10. Inspect other components for rust or flaking metal not normally found in late model vehicles.

These suggestions will not detect flood damage in every case, but they do offer consumers
some protection against buying a vehicle that has been damaged in a flood.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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Hazardous Waste Generator Re-Notifications
Due September 1
The first step is to make sure you know where your dealership falls in the waste generator mix:

Small Quantity Generators (SQGs)  - required to re-notify
Very Small Quantity Generators (VSQGs)  - NOT required to re-notify (most dealers)

New Hazardous Waste Rules effective August 3, 2020, finalized a requirement for all small
quantity generators (SQGs), of hazardous waste to re-notify the Michigan Department of
Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy (EGLE), of their hazardous waste activities every four
years. The purpose of the re-notification requirement is to improve the SQG universe data and to
maintain more accurate data into the future for outreach, compliance assistance, and oversight
activities.

An SQG generates between 220 and 2,200 pounds of hazardous waste per month. If your
dealerships falls into this SQG category, you should have filed previously. The first re-
notification is due no later than September 1, 2021, and then every four years after that.

Please review this March 2021 bulletin  from EGLE for additional information.

EGLE has taken the position that if a notification (also known as a “subsequent notification”) has
been submitted within the last year, that notification will satisfy the re-notification requirement. If
an initial notification has been filed in 2021, the first re-notification will be in 2025.

Additional information from the Michigan Department of Environment, Great
Lakes, and Energy (EGLE)

EGLE: Summary of Hazardous Waste Generator Requirements
EGLE: Hazardous Waste Program Forms and License Applications

MADSIF/CastleRock Reminds Dealers of the Following

The most important piece here is making sure the dealership knows where they fall into the waste
generator mix. Most dealerships use a recycling service for their waste oil/antifreeze making this
specific waste exempt from their total monthly calculation. It mostly comes down to knowing your
wastewater and solvent amounts. Most dealers know where they stand here with municipalities
typically being on top of it as well.

Re-notification does NOT apply to VSQGs. Most dealers are VSQG meaning they are
exempt from filing with the EPA, but are required to comply with basic waste management
requirements.

If you generate no more than 100 kg (220 lbs) of hazardous waste and no more than 1 kg (2.2 lbs)
of acute hazardous waste per month, you are a VSQG. Please see this EPA Summary of
Requirements for a brief overview of your requirements.
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Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.  
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Title Transaction Processing Timeline is 15 Days

The Michigan Department of State emailed dealers earlier this month with a reminder that the 30
day title transaction extension has expired. This was temporarily in place due to Covid-19
processing delays. Dealers must again handle title transactions within 15 days or face late fees.

Sept. 1 Email Notice From MDOS

"Michigan legislation that extended dealer title late fees ended on August 31, 2021. This legislation
made dealer title late fees effective 30 days from the delivery date instead of 15 days. Title late fees
are again being assessed for dealer title transactions after 15 days. Late fees for registration
renewals and driver’s license renewals are still waived through November 30, 2021. CARS
programming has been updated to reflect these changes."

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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Statewide CARS e-Services Outage

The Michigan Department of State has notified MADA that CARS e-Services is down
statewide, which also means CVR is unavailable. There was a fiber cut in downtown
Lansing that is affecting connectivity. The outage also affects services at Secretary of
State branches.

It is not currently known when the line will be fixed, but we anticipate that MDOS will notify
dealers when CARS is again available for dealer transactions.

Vehicle transactions during this shutdown will be similar to what you did during the
planned March 2021 CARS e-Services shutdown.

Vehicle Transactions During the Shutdown
Repeat Offender Database. The repeat offender look up will be unavailable through your
e-Services account. However, the look up is still available through the following link: e-
Services (state.mi.us). Do not log in as a dealer.   Simply click on “Dealer Services” then
“Search.” Dealers should continue to confirm that a purchaser is not in registration denial
before a sale occurs.

Temporary Tags & Plates. Dealers will not be able to provide customers with a
temporary tag or new license plate during the shutdown. The vehicle sale is valid and
binding, but dealers will hold the title and registration paperwork for final processing and
issuance of plates when the system is back online. Dealers should explain this plate
process to customers.

Proof of Title and Registration. Until your customers have their temporary tag or
physical plate in-hand, they should keep the following documentation in the vehicle:

Application for Title and Registration Statement of Vehicle Sale (RD-108)
Proof of valid insurance

Law Enforcement. The Michigan Department of State is aware some drivers may be
temporarily without title and registration. The above documentation should be provided to
law enforcement if needed.

Back Online -- Providing Customers with Plates. MDOS will notify MADA when the
system is back online and we will email dealers. Once e-Services is operational again,
dealers must finalize paperwork pending during the shutdown and ensure that the
customer promptly receives their temporary registration plate or newly issued plate to be
placed on their vehicle. This can be accomplished by:

emailing the temporary plate to the customer so they can then print and place it in
the window of their vehicle;
delivering the plate to the customer in person; or
asking that the customer return to the dealership.

Remember, the issue date on the temporary plate shall be the date that the customer took

https://campaignlp.constantcontact.com/em/1109135005377/a4e69ed6-68b7-43a6-86c8-250179379d2e
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delivery of the vehicle.

If you have questions please contact MADA at (800) 292-1923.
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CARS e-Services & CVR Back Online

Vehicle transactions can again be processed like normal.

Dealers hopefully noticed that CARS e-Services and CVR were back online early this
morning. The Michigan Department of State also notified dealerships by email that service
had been restored.

Dealers must now finalize paperwork for any transactions that took place during the
shutdown. Ensure that the customer promptly receives their temporary registration plate or
newly issued plate to be placed on their vehicle. This can be accomplished by:

emailing the temporary plate to the customer so they can then print and place it in
the window of their vehicle;
delivering the plate to the customer in person; or
asking that the customer return to the dealership.

Remember, the issue date on the temporary plate shall be the date that the customer took
delivery of the vehicle.

Any questions can be directed to Debbie Stapleton-Korn at (800) 292-1923 or
dkorn@michiganada.org.

ALERT: Synthetic ID / Fraud Insurance

Synthetic fraud is a form of identity theft where someone uses a combination of real
and fake personal information to create an identity and commit fraud.

The Michigan Department of State (MDOS) would like dealers to be aware of the following
situation, and reminds dealers to be on the lookout for synthetic fraud.

The Office of Investigative Services (OIS) was contacted by a branch office that was
processing the September 2021 purchase of a 2019 Dodge Charger from a dealer in
eastern Michigan. The branch identified anomalies that resulted in the deal being referred
to OIS for further review. The review found that the driver’s license submitted to the
dealership by the purchaser was synthetic (fraudulent).

Driver’s license name was of a true person (Joseph Lark) who holds a true MI
driver’s license
Picture was replaced with that of the suspect and eye color / height was replaced to
match the suspect
Proof of vehicle insurance was fraudulent
Policy number listed on the proof of insurance had been used multiple times in other
vehicle transactions with the Secretary of State.

OIS has provided these images of the photo on the synthetic license (the suspect)

https://campaignlp.constantcontact.com/em/1109135005377/c1e4d26f-d945-4176-8977-f4037946bad5
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and the fraudulent insurance document.

Note: the name used on the synthetic ID/insurance certificate is a true person who is not
associated with this fraud. 

What Can Dealers Do to Spot Synthetic Fraud?

Consider purchasing a guide that shows images of each state’s current and past licenses.
Cross reference and look for the small differences. This can be especially helpful with out
of state licenses.

Dealers can also work with their lenders to develop “out of wallet” questions specifically
formulated for each transaction. This would be information that may be found on a
customer’s credit report. Example: where did you live prior to your current address?

If you have questions please contact MADA at (800) 292-1923.
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OSHA Releases National Employer COVID-19
“Vaccination-or-Test” Mandate
OSHA has announced its emergency temporary standard for COVID-19
vaccinations or weekly testing. Employers have 30 days to develop, implement,
and enforce a policy within their workplace.

On Thursday the Occupational Health and Safety Administration released an extensive
emergency temporary standard (ETS) mandating that most employers with 100 or
more employees generally require that those employees be either:

1. fully vaccinated or
2. tested weekly for COVID-19 and wear a face covering at the workplace.

The ETS takes effect when published on November 5, 2021; however, legal challenges
are expected and a court could put the ETS on temporary or permanent hold.

There have been many challenges to this ETS and requests for clarification on the
definition of "related entity" when determining the 100-employee threshold. DADA
and MADA will continue to follow the issue and report to dealers when additional
information is available. In the meantime, we advise dealers to begin coordinating their
compliance policy.

What are the compliance expectations and dates?

The Emergency Temporary Standard was published in the Federal Register on
November 5, 2021 and goes into effect immediately. Employers have 30 days after
publication to be in compliance with all but one of the below requirements, and 60 days
to be in compliance with the weekly testing requirement. The bulleted items below
each note a paragraph section of the OSHA FAQ with additional details on each
requirement. Dealers should review the complete FAQ and additional
OSHA resources to ensure you are taking the proper steps to be in
compliance.

Establish policy on vaccination (paragraph d)

Determine vaccination status of each employee, obtain acceptable proof of
vaccination, maintain records and roster of vaccination status (paragraph e)

Provide support for employee vaccination (paragraph f) i.e. providing paid time
off for covered employees to get vaccinated and/or to recover from vaccination



side effects

Ensure employees who are not fully vaccinated are tested for COVID-19 at
least weekly (if in the workplace at least once a week) or within 7 days
before returning to work (if away from the workplace for a week or longer)
(paragraph g) compliance required 60 days after publication

Require employees to promptly provide notice of positive COVID-19 test or
COVID-19 diagnosis (paragraph h)

Remove any employee who received positive COVID-19 test or COVID-19
diagnosis (paragraph h)

Ensure employees who are not fully vaccinated wear face coverings when
indoors or when occupying a vehicle with another person for work purposes
(paragraph i)

Provide each employee information about the ETS; workplace policies and
procedures; vaccination efficacy, safety and benefits; protections against
retaliation and discrimination; and laws that provide for criminal penalties for
knowingly supplying false documentation (paragraph j)

Report work-related COVID-19 fatalities to OSHA within 8 hours and work-
related COVID-19 in-patient hospitalizations within 24 hours (paragraph k)

Make certain records available (paragraph l)

In addition to the FAQ, OSHA has prepared a 2-page Fact Sheet and a 3-page
Summary.

Defining the 100-Employee Threshold
The following information is part of NADA's notice to NADA/ATD
members. Please see the complete NADA 60-second update here.

For purposes of the 100-employee threshold, a single corporate entity with
multiple locations must count all employees at those locations. For example, a
dealership group with five stores with a total of at least 100 employees must
comply with the ETS even if some of those dealerships have fewer than 100
employees. With regard to the issue of whether affiliated companies under
common control (for example, a chain of dealerships owned by a single parent
corporation) must be treated as one employer, the ETS notice states: [T]wo or
more related entities may be regarded as a single employer ... if they handle
safety matters as one company, in which case the employees of all entities
making up the integrated single employer must be counted.

Part-time, off-site and remote employees count toward the 100-employee
threshold.

Employees who work solely remotely are not covered by the vaccination/testing
mandate, and employees who work solely outdoors are not covered by the mask
mandate. However, these employees are still included in the employee count.

NADA intends to issue additional compliance guidance on the OSHA ETS after it is



published. In addition, NADA has and will continue to raise concerns on the ETS
through the Coalition on Workplace Safety and the Small Business Administration’s
Office of Advocacy. Lastly, NADA intends to support appropriate legal challenges to
the ETS. 

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have
further questions about this issue.   
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Installment Sellers May Not Influence A Car
Buyer's Decision on Insurance Products
Installment sellers (dealerships) shall not in any way influence a car buyer to
purchase insurance products from a particular company, nor shall a dealership
receive compensation from an insurance company for products sold. "Influence"
could be considered direct contact, informational pamphlets, applications for
insurance or other methods.

The Michigan Department of Insurance and Financial Services (DIFS) recently
clarified the question of whether or not dealerships may offer or suggest insurance
products to customers. This week, DIFS posted the following FAQ to its website:

May an installment seller under the MVSFA enter into agreements with
an insurance agency or other persons for the purposes of directly or
indirectly offering insurance products to or soliciting motor vehicle
buyers at a dealership? (view online)

Answer: No. 

Though section16(a) of the MVSFA, MCL 492.116(a), permits an installment seller to 
require a buyer of a motor vehicle under an installment sales contract to provide 
insurance on such motor vehicle, at the installment buyer's expense, for the protection 
of the installment seller or subsequent holder against substantial risk of damage, 
destruction, or theft of the motor vehicle, section 16(b) of the MVSFA, MCL 
492.116(b), provides that the buyer enjoys the "privilege of purchasing such insurance 
from any insurance company, agent or broker authorized to do business in 
Michigan[.]"  Section 16(b) further provides that no "installment seller shall coerce, 
threaten, or in any way influence any installment buyer to purchase insurance from any 
insurance company, agent or broker designated by such seller." [Emphasis added.]

Additionally, section 31(c) of the MVSFA, MCL 492.131(c), generally prohibits an 
insurance company, agent, or broker from directly or indirectly paying to an 
installment seller and prohibits an installment seller from receiving from any insurance 
company, agent, or broker, any portion of an insurance premium involved in the retail 
installment sale of a motor vehicle.

Entering into any sort of arrangement or agreement that would directly or indirectly 
allow an insurance agency access to customers at a dealership or encourage a dealer or 
its employees or agents to influence or steer an installment buyer towards a certain



insurance company, agent, or broker, whether through direct contact, distributing
pamphlets, offering on-site kiosks, or applications for installment buyers to shop for or
purchase insurance, would violate section 16(b) of the MVSFA, MCL 492.116(b), and
any direct or indirect compensation paid by the insurance company to, or received by
the installment seller for the purchase of such insurance, may violate the prohibition
against sharing premiums under section 31(c).

Please refer to DIFS Declaratory Ruling No. 2001-012-M for further analysis and
discussion concerning this issue as well as analysis of Insurance Code provisions that
such arrangements may also violate.

If you have further questions about this issue contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or
MADA at (800) 292-1923.   
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Federal Court Lifts Stay of OSHA’s “Vax or Test”
Mandate: Stay Tuned

NADA sent a Saturday morning email to members regarding the
new information on the federal "vax or test" mandate. In case you
missed it, we are forwarding this news.

Late Friday, a divided three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit dissolved
the Fifth Circuit’s stay of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s “Vax or Test”
Emergency Temporary Standard. This ruling reinstates the Vax or Test Mandate for employers
with at least 100 workers. The 6th Circuit's decision on the OSHA rule is not expected to be the
final word. Already, several motions requesting a new emergency stay have been filed with the
U.S. Supreme Court. NADA will continue to update members as the situation evolves.

OSHA has stated that it will exercise enforcement discretion with respect to the compliance dates of
the ETS. OSHA will not issue citations for noncompliance with any requirements of the ETS
before January 10 and will not issue citations for noncompliance with the standard’s testing
requirements before February 9, so long as an employer is exercising reasonable, good-faith
efforts to come into compliance with the standard.

NADA recommends that dealers continue to review the requirements in OSHA’s ETS and should
consult with their counsel as to what steps toward compliance, if any, they should take at this point.
In that regard, dealers are directed to the NADA webinar OSHA's New COVID-19 Employer
Vaccine-or-Test Mandate: A Summary for Franchised Dealerships. Of course, businesses may at
any time voluntarily adopt a vaccine and test mandate, so long as they comply with all applicable
federal, state and local laws (including anti-discrimination laws). Questions regarding the adoption
of a voluntary policy or on whether to continue to prepare for compliance with the ETS should be
addressed to your individual counsel. General questions on the ETS or on the 6th Circuit’s
deliberations can be directed to regulatoryaffairs@nada.org.

Fisher Phillips has also issued a legal notice for those looking for additional information:
Federal Appeals Court Reinstates OSHA’s Vaccine Mandate-or-Test ETS: An Employers’ 5-Step
Compliance Plan

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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CDC Updates Recommended Isolation and
Quarantine Periods

On Monday, the CDC updated and shortened  its recommended isolation and quarantine period
for the general population. Dealers should review the following information from the CDC and
update their COVID-19 policies, as needed.

Isolation

Given what the CDC currently knows about COVID-19 and the Omicron variant, CDC is
shortening the recommended time for isolation from 10 days for people with COVID-19 to 5 days,
if asymptomatic, followed by 5 days of wearing a mask when around others. The change is
motivated by science demonstrating that the majority of SARS-CoV-2 transmission occurs early in
the course of illness, generally in the 1-2 days prior to onset of symptoms and the 2-3 days after.

Therefore, people who test positive should isolate for 5 days and, if asymptomatic at that time , they
may leave isolation if they can continue to mask for 5 days to minimize the risk of infecting others.

If You Test
Positive for
COVID-19

(Isolate)

Stay home for 5 days.
If you have no symptoms or your symptoms are resolving after 5
days, you can leave your house.
Continue to wear a mask around others for 5 additional days.

If you have a fever, continue to stay home until your fever resolves.

Quarantine

For people who are unvaccinated or are more than six months out from their second mRNA dose
(or more than 2 months after the J&J vaccine) and not yet boosted, CDC now recommends
quarantine for 5 days followed by strict mask use for an additional 5 days.

Alternatively, if a 5-day quarantine is not feasible, it is imperative that an exposed person wear a
well-fitting mask at all times when around others for 10 days after exposure. Individuals who have
received their booster shot do not need to quarantine following an exposure, but should wear a
mask for 10 days after the exposure. For all those exposed, best practice would also include a test
for SARS-CoV-2 at day 5 after exposure. If symptoms occur, individuals should immediately
quarantine until a negative test confirms symptoms are not attributable to COVID-19.

Isolation relates to behavior after a confirmed infection. Isolation for 5 days followed by wearing a
well-fitting mask will minimize the risk of spreading the virus to others. Quarantine refers to the
time following exposure to the virus or close contact with someone known to have COVID-19.
Both updates come as the Omicron variant continues to spread throughout the U.S. and reflects the
current science on when and for how long a person is maximally infectious.

A.
If you:

1. Have been boosted OR

https://campaignlp.constantcontact.com/em/1109135005377/7e1eba97-bd34-4c37-8a0f-da27b2e11fdf
https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2021/s1227-isolation-quarantine-guidance.html


If You Were
Exposed to

Someone with
COVID-19

(Quarantine)

2. Completed the primary series of Pfizer or Moderna vaccine
within the last 6 months OR

3. Completed the primary series of J&J vaccine within the last 2
months

Wear a mask around others for 10 days.
Test on day 5, if possible.

If you develop symptoms get a test and stay home.

B.

If You Were
Exposed to

Someone with
COVID-19

(Quarantine)

If you:
1. Completed the primary series of Pfizer or Moderna vaccine over

6 months ago and are not boosted OR
2. Completed the primary series of J&J over 2 months ago and are

not boosted OR
3. Are unvaccinated

Stay home for 5 days. After that continue to wear a mask around
others for 5 additional days.
If you can’t quarantine you must wear a mask for 10 days.
Test on day 5 if possible.

If you develop symptoms get a test and stay home.

Please contact DADA at (248) 643-0250 or MADA at (800) 292-1923 if you have further questions
about this issue.   
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